
Red Hook or By Crook
Stepping into Another Up-and-Coming Neighborhood
B Y  C H R I S T I N A  S T R O N G

I often move into up-and-coming areas, not because I plan 
it this way but because the opportunity arises or because 
it’s affordable. It makes sense that I would move to Red 

Hook, which is, as a popular weekly magazine (not named) 
and a highly regarded newspaper (also not named) report, 
an affordable neighborhood, the new hot spot, and finally a 
neighborhood in flux. You know an area is changing when you 
see a Hummer parked on the street and a young woman sitting 
on a stoop with a laptop (she was probably looking for a 
free wi-fi network).

Like many other people, I move so often that my only 
permanent address is a web address. Unfortunately I can’t 
park a bike or plan on unpacking my bags for any stretch of 
time because I don’t know when I will be kicked out. I do, 
however, underestimate my impact on my neighborhood. I 
frequent the local corner store. I frequent the local liquor store 
and I might, if money permits, scope out the restaurants. I buy 
extension cords. I hook up my wireless network. I smoke lots 
of cigarettes. I try to recycle and keep the paper and bottles 
separate. I’m left with a feeling of not déjà vu but déjà été; 
I’ve done this before. What makes this different from any 
other time? And what makes this neighborhood different from 
others I’ve lived in?

What makes Red Hook different is that one can walk a 
few blocks and hit the water. The scent of the water, the brine, 
and the saturation of salt are so familiar I think I’m a kid at the 
beach. Only there’s no beach, just a brand new supermarket, 
large artist studios, and a grand view of the bay, which includes 
Brooklyn, Manhattan, New Jersey, and tourist attractions like 
Governors Island, Ellis Island, and the Statue of Liberty. 

I went to Paris years ago (many actually) and a person next 
to me pointed out the replica of the Statue of Liberty and said, 
“We gave that to you.” I said back, “Yes, I know; and thanks,” 
and I moved on. Or rather away. I told him I lived in New York. 
He asked if it was expensive there. I said yes. 

Here’s another point about Red Hook. The Fairway 
Supermarket, recently opened and boasts that it’s “Like No 
Other Market,” and it’s safe to say that because it is the only 
market in the neighborhood. Red Hook is still an area of 

predominantly longshoremen, warehouses, scattered houses, 
and a few city buses. But it now also boasts one swank wine 
and liquor shop, a diner, a few bars (two practically across 
the street from where I live), and, of course, more warehouses, 
vacant lots, and bus stops (but no subway stop).

I can’t figure out if I am getting a bargain by shopping at the 
Fairway. I think vine tomatoes are more or less the same price 
anywhere, and just because the USDA says they’re organic 
doesn’t mean I believe them.

The wine and liquor shop on Van Brunt hails so many single 
malt whiskeys that if you thought you were a pretentious whiskey 
connoisseur, here’s proof you’re not. It’s the kind of shop that 
makes you feel stupid upon walking in. Nowhere else in the 
world, other than New York City, is one so easily made to feel 
like a country bumpkin. I didn’t recognize a single bottle inside 
the store, but I did note that the storeowner was eating blintzes 
while I was browsing. I bought two cheap, but good, bottles of 
white and red wine because I didn’t want to interrupt her brunch 
by asking any questions.

Back to the supermarket, which is like every other 
market. The layout is the same chaotic layout as every other 
supermarket I’ve seen—long lines, lots of produce, a goodly 
amount of cheeses, and an over-abundance of products no 
one in their rational minds needs. Do you want fresh sushi? A 

focaccia sandwich? A bread knife? Out of cereal?
There are a few issues relating to the new market—the impact 

on the neighborhood and the impact on jobs.
There is a farmer’s market/CSA (community-supported 

agriculture) in Red Hook, neither of which dents the retail 
business of the supermarket. I would prefer to shop at the small 
market, once I figure out where it is. Another good thing about 
Red Hook? I actually do have options, in the sense of buying 
and consuming. As far as jobs go, retail jobs start at about 

nine bucks an hour. Between that and the future IKEA store, my 
monthly income can support a new lamp. Reportedly 70 percent 
of Red Hook residents live in public housing. Gentrification by 
the default definition means the restoration and upgrading of 
deteriorated urban property by middle-class or affluent people, 
often resulting in displacement of lower-income people.

A few years ago I took a two-day workshop on class, as in, 
what is class. Good question. The assignment at the beginning 
of the workshop had us line up according to what our income/
status was when we were 12 years old. Looking back there 
were many problems with this; for starters, what determines 
class. Is it how one starts early in life? Some people got the silver 
spoon, others got the brick and impersonal structure that would 

make Jane Jacobs vomit in her wheelchair. 
I’m reminded of this stupid workshop every time I look in 

the direction of the public housing. The reminder is to assume 
nothing. The presumptions people had about class and money 
made me so frustrated I wanted to move to a deserted island.

But I did the opposite. I picked the city that makes me want 
to take a shower every 10 minutes. I pick a neighborhood 
where the average income is approximately $10,000 a year. 
I make a semi-permanent vow not to attend another workshop 
ever again. I should have no problem.

If I grew up in Red Hook and witnessed the change, as I do 
now being an insider/outsider, I don’t know how I would act 

or behave or become. One of the problems that come to mind 
is that I move around so often, and I have lived in up-and-coming 
neighborhoods from San Francisco’s Mission district to Somerville, 
Mass., and now here in Red Hook, and I don’t have the time or 
energy to invest in a neighborhood when I am that transient.

The last statement is a half-truth. It is a sentimental plea, a wish 
for a magic wand and a latent desire. I do want to know what 
goes on here locally, but, having been here only two weeks, 
I’m still figuring out which is quicker, the B61 bus or walking to 
the Carroll Street F stop. Answer: A bike is necessary in these 
parts.

Does living here and shopping in the neighborhood make 
me feel better about living here? I could very well, as others 
probably do, treat this as temporary stomping grounds. I could 
invest absolutely nothing. I can treat Red Hook as just some 
other place I’ve lived on my long list of other places I’ve lived. 
I can look back to some romantic time when housing was 
affordable and hipsters were actually bohemian. No, wait, that 
never really existed either. Another half-truth.

I worked at a youth hostel in the Fort Mason section of San 
Francisco years ago. Hostels are the perfect places for transient 
people, no matter the city. It was more or less retail, however, 
and I am not the most outgoing person on the block. But I liked it 
when travelers asked me questions about how to get from here 

to there. I was notorious for pointing out all the used and new 
bookstores from Mason to Polk to the Mission to the Richmond. I 
told visitors, you know, you should go out to Green Apple Books 
and Music; you should go to this xyz bookstore, it’s on 16th and 
Valencia; there’s a semi-decent used bookstore on xyz street, try 
that. But I found that most people wanted Ghirardelli chocolate 
and barking seals. What I liked the most was being so familiar 
with an area that I could talk about it. 

I’m glad there are no barking seals in Red Hook. I would 
rather be a whiskey person than a chocolate person, given the 
option (or the opportunity). I love large bodies of water and I 
love being implicitly told that my college education was a waste 
of time, while at the same time made to feel stupid because I 

don’t have a master’s degree in something equally as useless.
I doubt I would have the same knee jerk reaction if I moved 

to Greenpoint. I doubt I would have the attitude I have if I 
moved to the Upper West Side (not my favorite place in the 
world but not the worst either). I like being in a neighborhood 
where I can say I know little about it. I ate at a bar/restaurant 
recently in the neighborhood, where, in other circumstances, I 
would have been livid. The food was not so great (albeit I got 
the veggie burger—vegetarians lose out in so many ways) and 
it took almost an hour to get our food, but the bartender was 
gracious. So who am I to complain to—a vacuum, a warehouse, 
an abandoned lot, a foreign furniture design company, or the 
Metropolitan Transit Authority?

When I told people in Massachusetts I was moving to 
Red Hook most of them said only, “Where’s that?” I was glad 
they didn’t know and I wasn’t about to lead them to a simple 
Google search, which is fine, because I will be priced out of the 
neighborhood soon anyway. I not only anticipate this, I expect it. 
When I look up Red Hook on the internet and article after article 
has some dig about gentrification, I think “What the hell did I 
just get myself into?” When I look up “Ikea, Red Hook” I get pro 
and con arguments, though, interestingly enough, no mention of 
the Red Hook IKEA on the company’s own site.

I dislike IKEA, but I want the round bed. It’s in the print 
catalog under: Durable Products Too Expensive and Too Weird 
to Own. It’s under the web site as: IKEA SEEKING 400 FUTURE 
COWORKERS WHO WANT A REASON TO GET OUT OF 
BED IN THE MORNING. If you search for the bed using just the 
word “round” you get the meatballs. You also get something that 
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I do want to know what goes on here 
locally, but, having been here only two 
weeks, I’m still figuring out which is 
quicker, the B61 bus or walking to the 
Carroll Street F stop. Answer: A bike is 
necessary in these parts.

Dan Machlin
Chelsea

Language on the wall, you say.
Porridge in this bowl to eat.
Vague markings on a column.
I want to go back to sleep.
You have no rights in this place.
Dare I mention my theory?

When I told people in Massachusetts I 
was moving to Red Hook most of them 
said only, ‘Where’s that?’ I was glad 
they didn’t know and I wasn’t about to 
lead them to a simple Google search, 
which is fine, because I will be priced out 
of the neighborhood soon anyway.

Christina Strong photo
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BY SUSANA GARDNER
* a dusi/e-chap kollektiv
 Susana Gardner, ed.

What is * a dusi/e-chap kollektiv? 
It’s a congregation of poets all 
of whom have printed 50 copies 

of a limited edition chapbook of their own 
design and production under the auspices 
of Dusie and its first annual collective chap 
press. The project aims to satisfy two aspects 
of publishing—the creative small chap that 
one can easily distribute among peers and 
for readings; and the fabulously viable and 
easily distributable e-chap. (Issue Four will 
soon be available online at www.dusie.org.) 
So far I have received 21 chaps of varying 
sizes, poetries, and design, all of which are 
very beautiful, honest, and interesting pieces. 
The level of poetry created in such a short time 
(most are from the last month) is astounding.

Being a writer can be very lonely, but with 
the rest of the group of 43 poets at hand (or 
at list-serve, as it were) for various discussions 
about poetics, publishing, and personal 
projects, an obvious and great collective effort 
took place. Many if not all of us became 
enthralled or obsessed with this project. Some 
went out on a limb using new editing software 
or variants of word files to create the right 
paginations; one poet bought a chap side-
stapler and is now considering publishing 
chaps through her own press. Others hand- or 
machine-sewed their bindings, and we have 
many brilliant little chaps that are based upon 
the ancient Japanese bookbinding tradition. 
I am also pleased to report that we have a 
number of collaborative works as well. 

Here is a list of the chaps I’ve received so far:
Interpretations of text, chap form, and 

binding: I want to begin with Cheryl Quimba’s 
tiny chap, A Poem, which is most certainly 
proof that size does not always matter. So 
small and precious with its plaid cover and 
hand-stitched seam, it brings to mind the tiny 
epics of Angria. This keeper will most certainly 

grace one of my numerous shadow boxes.
Jon Leon’s Tract provides us with another 

very interesting interpretation of binding, 
excellent in light of the subject matter as well: 
safety pins. While Kari Edwards is hiding-out in 
the Tamil region of India she has produced a 
broadside type of chap for us all, Bharat Jiva, 
perhaps inspired by the reality of postage and 
environmental impact of paper usage in her 
quest to leave less of a paper trail.

J o n a t h a n 
Skinner and 
Jane Sprague 
have utilized a 
page from an 
environmental or 
business dossier of 
sorts (it’s in French, 
otherwise I’d be 
more specific)  
for the cover 
stock of their 
co l l abo ra t i ve 
chap Entropic 
Liberties. Having 
just received 
Dispatch by 
Marci Nelligan 
and Nicole 
Mauro, my 
favorite thing so 
far is the binding 
(held in place  
by a screw  
and bit). This 
co l l abo ra t i ve 
work illustrates that one can produce a beautiful 
chap creatively with materials close at hand; the 
pages are ordinary colored construction paper 
and roughly 2 inches by 4 inches in diameter.

Betsy Fagin displays Japanese influence 
when binding and creating Rosemary Stretch, 
while the original of Jill Magi’s, from Compass 
and Hem appears to be typed on small 
patches of linen. I also have two beautifully 

hand-sewn chaps in way of Boog City printed 
matter editor Mark Lamoureux’s Night Season 
and David Goldstein’s cleverly titled Been 
Raw Diction, which has a spiral cut-out on 
the cover that my 2-year-old instantly pointed 
at and said, “schnecke” (snail). Jared Hayes’ 
RecollecTed is another hand-sewn, ambitious, 
and noteworthy chap. It is a performative and 
dialogic homage collaborative reading/writing 
of Ted Berrigan, the inside pages creatively cut 
in threes to provide the reader with hundreds, if 
not thousands, of variations.

Several poets have used the artistic assistance 
of visual artists. Jules Boykoff has produced a 
beautiful work, The Metal Sunset of Tomorrow’s 
Ascending Dissension, with cover art by Trygve 

Faste. In some 
ways Boykoff’s 
chap is also 
collaborative as 
he employs a 
poetic form of 
his own design, 
where he writes 
poems that begin 
and end with a 
line from various 
poets. John 
Sakkis’ Coast 
has cover art by 
Lauren Kohne 
that compliments 
his ‘alien-green’ 
card-stock. Jen 
Hofer’s beautiful 
chap *Laws* 
uses envelopes 
for the covers and 
is machine-sewed 
by her friend from 
the local eco-
village, Federico 

Tobó. I also really enjoy how she’s employed the 
title line: of deaths. dailies, speculations, nascense 
(shares) for every page of poetry, where every 
cover was typed individually. Philip Jenks worked 
with Tanja Miljevic for his cover design as well as 
featured his photographic montage throughout 
How Many of You are You?

The remaining chaps are what I would classify 
as more traditional in layout and size, but they’re

all quite unique in way of poetic innards.
Ellen Baxt’s Analfabeto/an Alphabet just 

arrived today and ends in what surely must be 
one of the best last-liners I’ve read in a long 
while: “Sit next to me. Blacklist flatterer. Slow 
my lion.” Logan Ryan Smith’s 2 poems from the 
bottom of the barrel was printed on letter-sized 
paper and used a triple saddle-stapled binding. 
But the slender form of Smith’s chap inside 
made for quite a flowing, mellifluous read, as 
well as a voice clearly U.S. American.

Ishmael Among the Bushes by William 
Allegrezza is a meditative little chap that gives 
one the feeling of “walking” with the poet, or 
peering over his shoulder among the other dead. 
Full-Figured Rhapsody by Sheila Murphy borders 
lyrical metaphysical, and this dense little chap 
is a keeper I have already read several times. 
Sarah Mangold sends us Picture of the Basket 
and Harmut Abendschein gives us talschlüsse, a 
poetic series in German from Bern, Switzerland.

Lastly, Identity Crisis has to be the first 
chapbook/poem that draws from Ron Silliman’s 
blog as source text, namely in Silliman’s 
prodigious role as poet. This is by Anonymous, 
I’m curious to see how long it will be before this 
anonymous author is uncovered and what the 
take will be on the anonymous aspect, which 
still bears a copyright symbol in the inside 
pages of this surely flarf-inspired composition.

For more information visit www.dusie.org
Susana Gardner is an American poet living 

in Switzerland. Her chapbooks include To Stand 
to Sea (Tangent Press, 2006) and SCRAWL 
or,- (from the markings of) the small her( o) (* a 
dusi/e-chap, 2006). She edits Dusie, the online 
poetics journal (www.dusie.org) as well as Dusie 
Press Books, the first book of which, Cornstarch 
Figurine by poet Elizabeth Treadwell, is due out 
early this summer.
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The subject of BOOG CITY 33’s cover 
story (The Incredibly Strange Saga of 
Christopher X. Brodeur by Brian Homa), 
sent a letter in response to the article. 
View the original piece and response at 
www.boogcityletters.blogspot.com—ed.

Identity Crisis has to be the first 
work that draws from Ron Silliman’s 
blog as source text, namely his 
prodigious role as poet. I’m curious 
to see how long it will be before 
this anonymous author is uncovered 
and what the take will be on the 
anonymous aspect of this surely flarf-
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B Y  J O N A T H A N  B E R G E R
Grey Revell
Little Animals

Grey Revell just released a new album, but you won’t 
hear him talk about it too much, not in person. He 
doesn’t live in New York anymore. 

“We’re in Charlotte, North Carolina, the capital of NASCAR, 
banking, and the Lord,” says Revell. “We evacuated up here 
after Hurricane Katrina.”

Previously in New Orleans, Revell, his wife Patsy and four-
year-old son Julian have traveled the nation, looking for a better 
life, first in L.A., then La., now N.C.

“We couldn’t afford New York,” says Revell. “The financial 
pressure was a lot, and after a while we just figured that all the 
things we liked, we couldn’t afford them anymore. We fought it 
for like a year, but we just 
couldn’t do it.” 

The wildly diverse 
states Revell and his family 
have lived in since leaving 
New York in 2003 have 
influenced Revell’s Little 
Animals, but as influential 
is the family unit. It was 
recorded quietly, late 
at night, in the months 
leading up to the fall of 
New Orleans, while his son slept nearby. The album seems 
dedicated to his wife and child. This is not the case 
so much in the lyrics, which remain, as in earlier Revell 
releases, mostly non-linear. It is the music that comes across 
as family-oriented. The synthesizer sounds running through 
are soothing, hummable lullabies, as is the voice, creaking 
and high. In the nonsensical “Chay La VIz?”, Revell lists 
the days of the week in some effect-deadened voice. It’s 

fun and strange, and sounds like a pretty perfect song to sing 
to his sleepy son. 

Revell’s album is the most mature album he’s released: 
aching and arch, somehow like Daniel Lanois. “Sonically, it’s 
a thematic record,” says Revell. “I wanted to make something 
that was nocturnal, that was atmospheric and moody.” This and 
more come across on the record. The sounds are melancholy, 
sophisticated, and melodically memorable. In phrases that seep 
through, you may catch descriptions of love and appreciation in 
the little things. Take “I Love the Way You Hold My Head,” and 
the lovely line, “You ain’t got no regret; you know you never need 
a reason.”

Revell hopes to tour, but family responsibilities make it difficult. 
While catering is flexible enough to allow time off, not enough 
money has rolled in to generate the initial investment to get on 

the road. “I don’t even have 
change for coffee some 
days,” he says. 

Still, themes of travel 
frequently manifest, recalling 
the numerous moves of the 
Revell clan. “I do have a 
fascination with airports,” 
says Revell. “There’s 
something there I like.” 
The short opener presents 
Revell letting “Balloons” up, 

passing Concorde jets. There is an ominous sense in the song, 
as well as many others. You can find, if you look hard enough, 
some prescience of the calamity the Revells and their New 
Orleans neighbors would experience. 

“Everybody’s Sorry ‘Bout Something” questions whether you 
can go home again, with a breaking voice and simple but 
beautiful arrangement, and lyrics like, “You take a westbound 
train/ You got a lot of people running through your brain/ You left 

your house in chains/ I don’t think you’re ever going back again.”
Revell is like a cleverer Jackson Browne, a harder-edged 

Grant Lee Phillips, but he doesn’t like to label his music. 
“Someone once asked me about a song, ‘Is this Christian 
Rock?’” “And I said, ‘No, more like Catholic Blues.’”

Near the end of the 16-song cycle, Revell sings “I Didn’t 
Mean to Take You Around the World.” Over a very soft one-
note organ, Revell sings, “Oh my momma can’t you cut me 
loose. Woke up in New Orleans with the LA blues.”

The entire album is sophisticated and melancholy. This is the 
first release from Revell since before leaving New York, and it’s 
almost certainly his best. “I like the quieter atmospheric stuff. I 
decided I’m gonna make a record of all the stuff I like. I’m gonna 
make a record working from my strengths, instead of exploring 
what I could sound like.”

For more information visit www.greyrevell.com.
Jonathan Berger is music editor at Boog City, copy editor at 

Urban Folk, and editor-in-chief of www.jonberger.com

Atmospheric and Aching
Grey Revell’s Back After Three Years

Revell is like a cleverer Jackson Browne, 

a harder-edged Grant Lee Phillips, but he 

doesn’t like to label his music. ‘Someone once 

asked me about a song, “Is this Christian 

Rock?”’ ‘And I said, “No, more like Catholic 

Blues.”’
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BY ERIC ROSENFIELD
Richard McGraw
Song and Void Volume One
Non-Utopian Records

It is perhaps a sign of the times that such 
an album as Richard McGraw’s Song and 
Void Volume One even exists. I’ve seen a 

lot of CDs in my life, and very few have had 
packaging as beautiful as this one does. Its 
white, glossy, cardboard jacket has Victorian 
ivy designs embossed in the corners, and 
centered on the cover is a woodcut-style 
bust of McGraw, complete with an unfurled 
banner displaying his name. The recordings 
are no less polished. The liner notes say that 
the album was recorded in a weekend, but 
you can’t tell from the result. Song and Void 
is, in a word, beautiful.

Once upon a time, to have an album looking 
and sounding as professional as this one a 

record company had to be involved. These days 
recording and production has become so cheap 
(relatively speaking) that musicians can do it 

themselves out-of-pocket. The downside of this 
trend is that record companies now expect you 
to have produced your own albums and have a 
following before they will sign you, and not all 
musicians have the spare cash or knack for self-
promotion required to do this. McGraw, at least, 
has the recording and packaging down, which 
is no small thing.

McGraw’s music is an excellent example 
of confessional acoustic rock done well. The 
requisite Nick Drake, Elliott Smith, and Belle 
and Sebastian influences are there, along with 
large doses of John Lennon, Leonard Cohen, 
Tom Waits, Kevin Devine, and Devendra 
Banhart. His themes are mortality and his 
ability, or lack thereof, to connect with other 
people. Both of these are skillfully captured 
in the rousing Waits/Cave-style drinking song 
“The Many,” the chorus of which goes “This is 
how I’m going to die/ Ay yi yi yi/ In a field of 
daisies/ This is how I’m going to die/ Ay yi yi 
yi / in a bedroom all alone.” 

McGraw has also inherited Cave’s interest 
in religion, with repeated references to God, 
churches, and temples. Unfortunately, this 
sometimes leads to pretentious observations 
like “And the things that the devils bring/ make 
the Earth and the sky/ seem the same/ Make 
some of us more like them/ some of us ought to 
be like them,” in “The Things That Devils Bring.” 
Then again, pseudo-theology never hurt The 
Stone Roses.

When McGraw is at his best, as in “The

Many,” his lyrics are simple and honest, giving 
plenty of room for his beautiful voice and music. 
At its peak this combination is enough to give 
chills, as it does on “Find Me Then.” Just imagine 
these lyrics rising above a simple accordion, 

acoustic guitar, upright bass, and drums: “Oh 
dear Lord I’m losing again/ I’m staring at 
women/ I’m wondering when/ all my friends 
will lend their lovers/ and start hanging round 
me again./ When my body needs someone/ 
when I can’t pretend./ Peace, find me then.” 

Overall the album is a pleasure to listen to. 
Richard McGraw should be a big success—and 
if he isn’t, it’s to the detriment of everyone who 
will never get to hear him. This is a wonderful 
CD. You should buy it.

Visit www.richardmcgraw.com for more 
information.

Teddy Abesamis
Soundtrak

There are tales of virtuoso pop-rockers like 
Stevie Wonder and Lenny Kravitz holing 
up in a room and playing all the instruments 

on their albums. It’s an apt comparison since 
Teddy Abesamis plays almost all the instruments 
on Soundtrak (as well as mixing, arranging, and 
producing the whole shebang), and is part of a 
musical lineage that includes Wonder, Kravitz, 
Michael Jackson, Prince, and Andre 3000. 

Is it worth noting that the boy, though 
hailing from Motown, is not at all black? No, 
his ethnicity is irrelevant. Abesamis lays down 
track after track of funky dance music and 
soulful ballads that avoid the cheesiness of 
contemporary R&B. He has a preachiness and 
religiosity that will appeal to gospel fans, but 
he varies it with fun numbers like the Outkast-
ish “Show Me Your Flavor” that just make 
you want to get busy. The music is so upbeat 
and jubilant that it’s almost a shock when, on 
the last track, Abesamis suddenly becomes 
distraught: “It’s been seven years since I’ve 
enjoyed being on stage/ wouldn’t it be so 
lovely if I could be anything else/ and that 
would be a page in my life.”

Hey, Teddy, you’re really good at this whole 
singing and playing thing. Don’t give up now.

Visit www.teddysounds.com for more 
information.

Eric Rosenfield writes stuff. Visit his website 
at www.ericrosenfield.com.

Song and Void’s Beautiful; Multi-Instrumentalist Abesamis

His music is an excellent example 
of confessional acoustic rock done 
well. The requisite Nick Drake, Elliott 
Smith, and Belle and Sebastian 
influences are there, along with 
John Lennon, Leonard Cohen, and 
Tom Waits.

Your ad here or elsewhere in BOOG CITY • editor@boogcity.com • 212-842-BOOG (2664)
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About the Artist Sarah Trigg was born in Appleton, Wis. 
Recent New York exhibitions have included shows at The Bronx 
Museum of the Arts, Lehmann Maupin, Pierogi 2000, and Smack 
Mellon Gallery. For more information visit www.sarahtrigg.com.

Transistor-Resistor Orifice with Surrounding Tissue 
2005, acrylic on panel, 16” x 16” 

Transistor-Resistor Orifice 
2005, acrylic on panel, 16” x 16” 

Unintended Sculptures with Unrelated Disasters
2006, acrylic on panel, 40” x 30” 

Mall of America 
2006, acrylic on panel, 20” x 16” 

Sarah Trigg
DUMBO, Brooklyn
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FEATURES

BY STEPHEN DIGNAN

If you thought Cleveland natives weren’t 
funny, consider news satirist and political 
humorist Andy Borowitz, former president 

of The Harvard Lampoon, creator of TV’s The 
Fresh Prince of Bel-Air, and writer of The New 
Yorker “Shouts and Murmurs” pieces and 
The Borowitz Report. His ongoing, monthly 
Monday night live comedy show played the 
East Village-owned and operated Mo Pitkin’s 
House of Satisfaction (www.mopitkins.com) 
again in June. Brothers Phil and Jesse Hartman 
(Two Boots and The Great Jones Café) named 
Mo Pitkin’s, says their website, after an eccentric 
cousin who tried to assassinate Hitler.

A visit to The New Yorker’s website (www.
newyorker.com) will introduce those uninitiated 
to Borowitz’s humor to some of his recent 
comic pieces. Check out hilarious pieces like 
Real-Estate Note, Try These Fun Hoaxes, and 
Nazis Say the Darndest Things.

I saw Borowitz at Columbia University’s 
Miller Theatre in March, and I had my new 
digital recorder running for a reading of four 
New Yorker humor writers, moderated by New 
Yorker articles editor Susan Morrison, who 
edits “The Talk of the Town” and “Shouts and 
Murmurs.” Featured were Borowitz, Patty Marx, 
Paul Simms, and David Owen, who each read 
a short humorous piece prior to a Q&A. The 
event was the fourth of six New Yorker Nights, 

in a series hosted by the Columbia University 
Arts Initiative and The New Yorker.

Borowitz was in rare form during his standing 
room only crowd at Mo Pitkin’s. He did some 
of his own material and introduced Ron Kiley, 
who’s been on Late Night With Conan O’Brien; 
Kristen Schaal, voted best alternative comic at 
HBO’s 2006 U.S. Comedy Arts Festival; and 
Mike O’Connell, who’s been on Jimmy Kimmel 
Live. Lindsay Jang of Alberta, Canada, newly 
made a server captain at Nobu 57, laughed 
uproariously, seated at a table next to Susan 
Morrison and Lauren Collins of The New 
Yorker.

Borowitz writes one satirical news piece a 
day and posts it on his  website, The Borowitz 
Report, where millions read them. He received 
the 2004 Angele Gingras Humor Award, the 
first-ever award given to a humorist by the 
National Press Club. He frequently appears 
on CNN’s 90 Second Pop and Gimme a 
Minute. National Public Radio fans are familiar 
with him as a commentator on Weekend 
Edition Sunday, where he finds new butts for 
jokes picked from ripe-for-a-jape current events. 
He’s written The Republican Playbook and 
2003’s Who Moved My Soap? The CEO’s 
Guide to Surviving in Prison, and the popular 
2004 bestseller The Borowitz Report: The Big 
Book of Shocker. Movie fans may recognize 
Borowitz the actor from writer-director Woody

Allen’s film Melinda or Tom Cairns’ Marie 
and Bruce, which Cairns wrote with actor/ 
playwright Wallace Shawn, son of legendary 
New Yorker editor William Shawn. He even 
works the lecture circuit.

Borowitz’s live comedy show in the East 
Village is an event for people interested in 
laughing out loud. It showcases the brightest 
comic minds of our generation, as anyone 
who reads the paper will see his daily 
Borowitz Report also do. A look at the website 
late last month revealed the following story—
Bush Opposes Marriage Between a Man 
and a Flag: Constitutional Amendment Could 
Become Hot-Button Issue for November.

All these young comic minds coming 
together at Mo Pitkin’s begs the question 
Susan Morrison asked and Borowitz 
answered at the Columbia University event—
“Is this a golden age of satire?” “On my Web 
site, I write a fake news story every day,”

Borowitz said,  “… I do think we’re in a good 
age for satire right now because it’s a very 
target-rich environment. The past couple of 
weeks, the White House has been doing all 
the heavy lifting. Just the Dick Cheney thing—I 
started looking at what has gone on in the last 
couple of weeks and thinking, the White House 
has now jumped the shark. If the White House 
were a TV show, if it were Scooby-Doo, this is 
the fifth season, where they introduce Scrappy 
Doo. If you were looking at TV Guide, and it 
said, ‘This week at the White House, trouble 
ensues when the vice president shoots his friend 
in the face,’ you’d be, like, ‘Aw, shit, they’re 
running out of ideas. This has got to be the last 
season. … So I think satire is big now because 
we’ve got so much to play with.”  

The hilarious new comic talents showcased 
at Borowitz’s last show, and he himself, make 
the next Andy Borowitz Show at Mo Pitkin’s 
House of Satisfaction (July 24) a must. Lucky 
audience members will win a free autographed 
copy of  Borowitz’s newest book, The Borowitz 
Report, Big Book of Shockers, a collection of 
his website’s funniest stories. 

Visit www.borowitzreport.com for more 
information.

Stephen Dignan is a native Texan writer 
and musician based in NYC. He’s working 
on a CD, two books, and a movie. Visit www.
stephendignan.com for more information.

The White House has now 
jumped the shark. If the White 
House were a TV show, if  
it were Scooby-Doo, this is  
the fifth season, where they 
introduce Scrappy Doo.

looks like an invasion, which is what many articles on Red Hook imply, an invasion of chain 
stores or wealthy people or both. They seem to go hand in hand these days.

The Fairway supermarket sports a decent-sized parking lot—I know, I walked around 
it. Tar smells like burnt pineapple. It emanates heat. The IKEA store is expected to open 
sometime in 2008. I have roughly a year-and-a-half to complain about Red Hook turning 
into a parking lot.

I was prepared to write about Red Hook and write something as boring as possible. I 
can tell you the Dutch founded it, but if you knew anything about U.S. history you’d know 
that already. I was prepared to write about a neighborhood, but instead I found an already 
established community. I didn’t come here for the produce or for the cheap particleboard. I 
came here for no reason, and no reason is sometimes the best reason.

Two useful local links: The Red Hook Farmers’ Market www.added-value.org/market.php 
and Ugly Duckling Presse www.uglyducklingpresse.org

Christina Strong believes that if one can withstand three days on the cross-country 
Greyhound bus, one can withstand anything. She is a poet living in Red Hook, Brooklyn and 
can be found at www.openmouth.org and www.xtina.org

Red Hook or By Crook
STRONG from page 1

Borowitz Reports:
‘We’re in a Good Age for Satire Right Now’

Schwervon! Plays 
Beg Yr Pardon Party!

Tues., Aug. 1, 8:00 p.m., $5

The Delancey
168 Delancey Street

NYC

 8:00 p.m. Air Waves
 9:00 p.m. Schwervon!
 10:00 p.m. El Jezel
 11:00 p.m. Via Audio

There will be delicioso baked goods there!!!

Advertise in  
BOOG CITY

thanks 

editor@boogcity.com
212-842-BOOG (2664)
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Paolo Javier
Sunnyside, Queens

92
derelict heroic weird acumen tippers annul all timid utterance autumnal
erratio end-all being grist for the mill  Korean scientist calumny
enter guest hostile please be in-laws who must sell corpse & skull
quell askant canzones annul Agonistes dare take on Mga Alimasag

our Pegasus submits topless combing inner radiance cuneiform
quell asterisk   he conned us since   why lean into army void science calumny
your gibberish desktop beyond The Kermess  set our dowry
he’ll douche it  hindi INS  hustle war plus pod server  Mga Alimasag

kung sinong tao bear us U.S. bases stood  his stance autumnal
bowing, grist for the mill voices Depardieu Korean science has meant tick us off
hustle  read on, Dante  him, grant this upper love  wondrous inhale
hinder sky of balloon abuses  allegories come into operas

sallow dust unending the Navy beckons  dust unending Circes
satiric, weird as the loose herd Diem hoards offal  Texan calumny

mistletoe thought haste officer didn’t last corpse & skull o send us succubus 
detonate Goering upper gainsay all I took in among Mga Alimasag

from My Aspirin Villains

Kristen Gallagher
Williamsburg, Brooklyn

from Gun Primer
A Religious Education

school lives on 
in the hand from above
blocked out

can take you down at any minute

If purple turtle—
Then no blue apple?

Training
The long walk to school through a tunnel
(also white)

School bright 
School fright
All the evil sisters
on my mind all night

Superman keeps safe in his Fortress of Solitude
Why can’t we?

If a purple turtle walks into a bar 
there’s nothing absolute in the absolute, right?

from “On Comedy”

Bush is drinking juicy juice : the softdrink of tautologists

-

add vodka it becomes [in evil voice]:- vic-tree!

----------- 

to taut or not; I’d ask you for your poem because it is part of the bitter ridiculous truth

but it cannot be in irony it simply is too difficult to see 

with irony we’ll never learn to die 

and in America we grew up making a killing

-

“never less than our intention”

::

my book on comedy said much about irony 

but more of satire

In Jon Stewart We Trust 

to ask the tough questions

leaving the “real news” 

to robots, Katie Couric?

About the Poets
Kristen Gallagher was working as a Haagen-Dazs ice cream store 
manager in Washington, D.C. when she was approached to become the 
singer for Black Flag in 1980.-She accepted and worked as roadie for the 
remainder of the Six Pack Tour, learning the songs during sounds checks. 
Paolo Javier is the author of 60 lv Bo(e)mbs (O Books) and The Time 
at the End of this Writing (Ahadada), which received a Small Press Traffic 
Book Award.-He edits-2nd Ave Poetry. Dan Machlin (cover) is the author 
of 6x7 (Ugly Duckling Presse), a limited edition chapbook where his poem 
published here appears. He also authored This Side Facing You (Heart 
Hammer), In Rem (@ Press), and Above Islands (Immanent Audio), an 
audio CD collaboration with singer-cellist Serena Jost. He is the founding 
editor of Futurepoem books.

July 25, 6:00 p.m., free
Narrow House Recordings

(Baltimore, Mar yland)
Readings from Buck Downs, Amy King, Rodrigo Toscano, and 

Rupert Wondolowski, and music from Old Songs.  

Event will be hosted by Narrow House Recordings founder 

and creative director Justin Sirois.

Plus cheese and crackers, and wine and other beverages.

Events are Tuesdays at 6:00 p.m.

ACA Galleries 529 W.20th St., 5th Flr. (bet. 10th & 11th aves)

d.a levy lives
each month celebrating a renegade press

hosted by BOOG CITY editor David Kirschenbaum
For information call 212-842-BOOG (2664) • editor@boogcity.com

Russell Salamon and Kent Taylor watching d.a. levy set type for his renegade press books, c. 1963-1964.
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fait accompli is
www.nickpiombino.blogspot.com

Garden Party
with Olive Juice Music 

and BOOG CITY

a summer series,  
in the Suffolk Street Community Garden 
(Suffolk St., bet. Houston & Stanton sts.)

Sat. Aug. 12, 2:00 p.m.
readings from Laura Elrick and Rodrigo Toscano, 
and music from Phoebe Kreutz and The Wowz 

BOOG 
at 15

Sat. Aug. 5, 6:00 p.m., $5
The Bowery Poetry Club 
308 Bowery (and 1st St.), NYC

readings from  

Rachel Aydt • Sean Cole • Ian Wilder
and music from

Schwervon!
www.olivejuicemusic.com/schwervon.html • www.myspace.com/schwervon

For further information 212-842-BOOG(2664) or editor@boogcity.com

Season Four Kick-off

d.a levy 
lives

each month celebrating a renegade press

Thurs. Aug. 17, 6:00 p.m., free

ACA Galleries 529 W.20th St., 5th Flr.  
(bet. 10th & 11th aves)

Fence—co-editor Charles Valle and poetry editor Max Winter
www.fencemag.com

Fungo Monographs—editor and publisher Ryan Murphy

Futurepoem books—editor and publisher Dan Machlin
www.futurepoem.com

Hanging Loose Press—associate editor Marie Carter
www.hangingloosepress.com

Kitchen Press—editor Justin Marks
www.kitchenpresschapbooks.blogspot.com

Lungfull—editor Brendan Lorber
www.lungfull.org

Open 24 Hours—editors John Coletti and Greg Fuchs

Portable Press at Yo-Yo Labs—editor Brenda Iijima
www.sonaweb.net/brendaiijima.htm 

Sona Books—editor Jill Magi
www.sonaweb.net

and music from

Rachel Lipson
www.rachellipson.org • www.myspace.com/rachellipson

hosted by BOOG CITY editor David Kirschenbaum
For information call 212-842-BOOG (2664) • editor@boogcity.com




